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(abstract) 
 
The theatre now standing at Delphi is believed to have been built around 160 BC, 
during the Hellenic period, when it seated 3,700 people. In the early 1900s it was 
surveyed and plans were drawn to a scale of 1:100. The present writer’s survey, on 
which this discussion is based, were made in 1963-64 to a scale of  
1:50.  
 

Like other Ancient Greek theatres the Delphi theatre comprises three 
components: the orkhestra (dance stage), the theatron (audience seating area) and the 
skene (stage). There is no indication that the Greeks ever set out to combine the three 
components into a single structure – as the Romans did in due course. They appear, 
on the contrary, to have sought to link them together loosely, complying with the laws 
of architecture. 
 
The orkhestra at Delphi is rounded and all paved. The floor is highest in the centre, 
domed, with a slight slope for drainage. The floor is surrounded by a stone balustrade, 
which was added by the Romans, who adapted Greek theatres to their own purposes, 
using the orkhestra as a stage for gladiatorial combat and fights with wild animals. 
The barrier was erected to protect the spectators. On the outside of the balustrade is an 
open drain extending around a little more than a semicircle, and connecting to a 
closed drain on the western side. Outside the drain is a pavement, one step up from 
the floor of the orkhestra. Around the pavement is a one-metre-high plinth beneath 
the first row of seats; this is not typical for Greek theatres, where the front row is 
generally on a level with the orkhestra. This may be a change made in Roman times; 
sources tell us, for instance, that the Romans removed the lowest rows of seats in the 
theatre of Corinth around 200 AD. If this hypothesis is correct, three rows of seats 
were probably removed, as the height of three rows would be equivalent to the height 
of the present plinth.  
 
The theatron (audience seating area) in Delphi is mostly well preserved, although on 
both sides many of the outermost seating rows have subsided and are lost. All the 
seating rows are concentric, departing from the rules expounded by Vitruvius for the 
Greek theatre. According to Vitruvius the arc of the theatron should be extended 
beyond the semicircle, using a new focus with double the original radius. The 
theatron comprises seven sectors of 30º. The front row of seating surrounds seven-
twelfths of the orkhestra, an angle of 210º. At the south the theatron is truncated by 
two symmetrical supporting walls (analemmata), the top of which follows the slope 
of the seating. The analemmata are not, however, placed like the steps, radiating from 
the centre; if they were extended they would meet at an obtuse angle about three 
metres south of the centre of the theatre. The theatron is divided into upper and lower 
tiers by a diazoma or horizontal aisle; the lower tier comprises 27 rows, the upper 
eight rows. For comparison, the theatre at Epidavros, generally regarded as the finest 
Ancient Greek theatre, has 34 rows in the lower tier and 21 above, which is almost the 
Golden Section. With regard to these factors, we must remember the very different 



topography of the two sites.  At Delphi the cliffs were a crucial factor, while at 
Epidavros the builder Polyclitos the younger had nothing above him but the sky, and 
no city walls to prevent him from extending the theatre in keeping with the laws of art 
and geometry.  
 
In Delphi the theatron displays many interesting features, of which a few will be 
mentioned. The limestone seats are cut with great accuracy. The rows of seats are 
spaced 68.5 cm apart; the front part is the actual seat, behind which is a pathway, set 
lower. Behind the pathway is a strip 10 cm wide, the same height as the seat, above 
which is the projecting front of the next row of seats. The benches are 37 cm high, 
and the lower section of the theatron slopes at an angle of 28º. As in other theatres, 
the upper tier is more steeply-pitched than the lower. This improves visibility from the 
upper rows, and also adds to the visual impact of the structure. At Delphi the upper 
slope is 32º. This is achieved, not by raising the seats as at Epidavros, but by reducing 
the space between the benches, so that spectators in the upper tiers must have had to 
sit with their feet tucked back under the seat. Another factor which is not noticeable, 
but is of technical importance, is drainage. Firstly, the seats slope slightly backwards, 
and the pathway behind is cut to be most shallow at the centre of the row, and deepest 
at the steps at either end. When it rains in Delphi it is fascinating to see how the 
rainwater is ingeniously drained off along the seats and pathways, down the steps and 
finally into the drain around the orkhestra. 
 
By 1963 many of the inscriptions which had been found on the seats of the theatre 
when it was studied in the early 1900s appeared to have been effaced since the theatre 
was opened to the public. But by using side-lighting at night it provide possible to 
confirm that all the known inscriptions were still present, and new inscriptions were 
also found, on the top or front of the seats.  
 
Like so many other buildings in the holy city, the skene (stage building) of the Delphi 
theatre has vanished, leaving only the foundation. Its exterior dimensions were about 
9x20 m, and the front of the skene was nearly 8m from the centre of the orkhestra. 
This is consistent with Vitruvius’s rule on the location of the skene: the front of the 
skene should touch a circle drawn through the front edge of the bottom row of seats, 
and the front of the proskenion (front stage) should touch a square drawn within that 
circle. The entire skene appears to be displaced by 70cm to the west vis-à-vis the 
position of the theatron; this anomaly is unexplained.  
 
Ancient Greek builders were generally successfully at adapting their buildings to local 
features. In Delphi the surroundings of the theatre resemble a gigantic amphitheatre. 
The temple stands 600 m above sea level, and above it on three sides rise the 
Fedriades cliffs and Mount Parnassos. From a distance the rows of seats appear to be 
cut from the rock; so skilfully is the theatre incorporated into the landscape of the 
mountain that visually it does not end until the mountaintop meets the sky. 
 
All man-made structures must serve their function, and the nature of a theatre is to be 
a setting for dramatic performance. The view has sometimes been put forward that the 
setting alone is insignificant. And it is true that if the subject of a play is 
commonplace it does not matter where it is staged.  The Greek tragedies, however, 
share the quality of addressing fresh yet classic themes, with supernatural powers 
always close by in the shape of the gods. In the summer of 1963 Greek actor Aspasia 



Papathanasiou demonstrated, in the roles of Electra and Medea, that the acoustics of 
the Delphi theatre are excellent – and indeed the Ancient Greeks are known to have 
placed great emphasis on this aspect of architecture. When Papathanasiou played the 
two roles again shortly afterwards in De Kongelige Teater in Copenhagen, the 
difference was obvious. In Delphi the gods moved freely through the drama and the 
theatre, while in Copenhagen they provided no resonance, leaving the characters of 
the play forsaken.  
 
The Reykjavík City Theatre was designed in 1975-78. Some aspects of the building 
are influenced by the Delphi theatre, such as the width of the auditorium, the seating 
plan, the placing of entrances, the round stage, the truncated back wall and the slope 
of the auditorium.  
  


